
 
 
 

 

 

Greenarea, 100% in innovative, creative and versatile plant decoration for indoor 
 

#Greencreativity to improve well-being  
  
Specialized 100% in innovative, creative and versatile plant decoration, in Greenarea works 
since 2011 with the same passion for connecting nature and design. They create sustainable 

green solutions that improve the quality of life and well-being in interior spaces, all over the 
world, always with our Made in Spain green seal. 

 

More than 10 years experimenting with nature to show it in its full extent thanks to the use of 
preserved natural products, achieving that the versatility of its plant decoration has no limits 

in an interior space. Handmade vegetable compositions on all types of walls, surfaces, ceilings 
or an exclusive decorative elements developed by its green creativity department or together 

with designers (planters, acoustic panels, stools, room dividers, corporeal letters, animal 
heads...). A commitment to offer the most suitable 'green' solutions, wherever and however 
you want, for each client and/or space, developed integrally or in collaboration with the 

professionals required for each project. 

 

Innovation and creativity are its hallmarks and they are clearly mirrored in its tailor-made 
designs as well as in the quality of its green products. The use of natural species such as lichens, 

mosses, plants or stabilized flowers is complemented with roots, mushrooms, leaves, cinnamon 
sticks, oxides, barks… The combination of natural elements, the delicate craftsmanship and the 
use of the most advanced and innovative techniques guarantees spaces in full harmony with 

nature.  

  

Nature that can be touched and felt without a special maintenance since they do not need 
water or sunlight to stay fresh. Green decor by Greenarea allows to go beyond a realistic 

aesthetict that help incorporate the concept of biophilia in the interiors. They convey the 
aesthetic and emotional sensations that nature brings for both, to the environment and to 
people who inhabit them.  

  

Greenarea has worked for many renowned firms – both in Spain and throughout the world – 
carrying out interior design and decor projects of workspaces, retail areas, restaurants and 
hotels, showrooms and exhibition booths amongst others.  

 

In Appartamento Spagnolo, they will show the possibilities of Deco&Moss products made with 

mosses and preserved natural plants, with a large green ceiling. In addition, they will present 
Wild Stool designed by Jorge Herrera, from their Signature Collection. A new line of seats that 
evoke the beauty of a nature that must be contemplated, felt and protected, through the 

recreation of different mini landscapes inside each stool as part of its design.   

https://greenarea.es/en/greenarea-collection/
https://greenarea.es/en/greenarea-collection/


 
 

  

GREENAREA IN NUMBERS   
        

More than 30 countries  

More than 24.000 SQ.M. of green  

More than 107 Tons of plants on display   

More than 2,000 days without water  

  

WHAT IS STABILIZATION?  
  
Preserved plants and other items make it possible to create a lively environment which evokes 
the feeling of being surrounded by the nature, offering at the same time the advantage of not 

needing any watering, sunlight or special care. Their lifelike appearance is thus perfectly 
matched by the added value this entails when it comes to maintenance.  

  

Stabilisation is an entirely ecologically friendly process which involves the replacement of the 

plants’ natural sap with a 100% biodegradable preservation product. Thanks to this natural 
preservation technique, preserved plants can maintain their pliancy, plasticity and natural 
vigour with no maintenance at all.   

  

Stabilised plants are 100% natural and need no watering or light. To be properly preserved, 
they only require an environment with a humidity rate higher than 40% and no direct sources 
of heat or cold. In order for the plants to keep their aesthetically pleasing appearance, the 

timeliness of the stabilisation process is crucial: this needs to be performed at the right time 
taking into account the plants’ life cycle.   

  

MEDIA KIT: https://bit.ly/3hmB6dr  
  

Communication / Marketing department 
Mayte Royo comunicacion@greenarea.es Tel. +34 678 23 25 47  
Facebook    Instagram       Linkedin  
www.greenarea.es  
  

 


